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‘Terry Lawton has done a sterling job cooking up this book. He has compre�
hensively researched British, American and international writings on nym�
phing, and ladled great appetising chunks into "Nymph Fishing in Perspec�
tive". The gravy between the chunks of meat is savoury too, and helps it all
come together into a book that the reader can devour with gusto whilst
appreciating the more subtle flavours our chef has introduced.’
Peter Hayes, author of
Fly Fishing Outside The Box, Emerging Heresies
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Terry Lawton

“After many years of immersing himself in the Leisenring�Hidy story, Terry
Lawton has gracefully and accurately described their contributions to the
history of wet�fly tying and fishing for trout. Lawton's writing, and
thoughtful choice of extracts, helps to bring to life this chapter of fly fishing
history in the United States, including the Leisenring Lift, presentation of
the fly to the trout, and V. S. Hidy's coinage of the term flymph.”
Lance Hidy, son of Vernon S “Pete” Hidy

Nymph Fishing in Perspective

Nymph Fishing in Perspective brings the history of nymph fishing for
trout up to date in the 21st century. For readers new to the history, the first
chapter provides a good grounding while refreshing the knowledge of those
who have read NYMPH FISHING, A History of the Art and Practice,
the author’s first book. Nymph Fishing in Perspective contains much new
information, particularly about “Big Jim” Leisenring and “Pete” Hidy, and
unseen or rarely published photographs.
The history of nymph fishing is a complex story of human foibles and
societal values. Early ideas that were not understood or recognised as valuable
by a broad audience were left to moulder. Practices based on keen observation
and good fly tying created success that engendered jealousy among "brothers
of the angle". This history stretches over centuries and nations. Inevitably one
person or their ideas are relevant to more than one place in this book. The
Timeline lists the main characters in the order they appear in the book and
provides an anchoring point for readers.
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INTRODUCTION

Nymph Fishing in Perspective brings the history of nymph fishing for trout up
to date. When I wrote my first book NYMPH FISHING, A History of the Art
and Practice, which was published in 2 0 0 5 , it had always been my intention to
write a second book that would complete the history of nymph fishing from
the 1 9 6 0 s - where I left it - to the present day. As it is now fifteen years since
that book appeared and many of the people reading this book will not have
read it, I have revisited much of what I wrote all those years ago, particularly
in the light of new information that I have discovered over the intervening
years. The first chapter, To Begin - Again - at The Beginning will give those
new to the history and development of nymph fishing a good grounding in the
subject while not being simply a repetition for those who read my first book.
For them I hope it will be something of a refresher.
Nymph Fishing In Perspective does not follow a true chronological order starting around 1 9 6 0 - as to have done so would have meant not including
much earlier history that cannot be ignored. Not every notable nymph fishing
angler - who may have featured in my first book - appears in this book. The
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reason is that I have not discovered any new or revelatory information about
them. As I hope will become evident, research does throw-up a lot of new
material as well as some good and interesting writers, often with strong and
challenging views.
In my experience when researching fishing books serendipity plays an
important and significant part. Quite simply you can find information - not
always of direct relevance - that you never knew existed or had any expectation
that it existed. As an example I found a road test for a 1 9 5 4 Porsche Speedster
which caught my eye as a bit of a petrolhead, when I was looking for
information on Theodore Gordon in a ‘vault’ or archive issue of Sports
Illustrated magazine. In another archived issue an article by John McDonald
described Gordon as ‘a man whose character and circumstance combined a
number of rare qualities: he was an angler with a dedication to the sport
unsurpassed by any man (he gave his life to it); an artist with fur and feather;
a gifted writer; a wisp of a man whose cross was frailty and illness, and yet a
man's man who could not speak, fish or tie a fly without style and spirit.’ This
was from the 1 8 October, 1 9 5 4 issue in an article entitled A Rare Find:
Gordon’s Fly Box.
The more time that I spend in research and reading American fishing
books in particular, the more obvious it comes to me that these fortunate
authors were fishing for wild fish in usually un-stocked rivers and that the fish
they were fishing for and catching behave in ways that are so very different
from the typical English chalk stream fish which, today and very sadly, are
likely to be stock fish. Wild fish will be found in places that stock fish will
probably reject and frequently when feeding on terrestrials, particularly small
ones, and nonchalantly sipping-in willow grubs in New Zealand, will feed
2
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and rise in ways that were not described and documented by Skues et al. It is
well worth trying to find and fish rivers and streams with few stock fish and
mostly or all wild fish. The challenges will be greater and the rewards
correspondingly higher.
Today's fly tiers should remember that Skues, Leisenring, Sawyer and
Kite etc used the best materials that were available at the time. Sources of
supply were somewhat restricted and Sawyer, for example, sourced his wire
possibly from a local garage or from the commutator of scrapped military
vehiles which were no doubt easy to find on Salisbury Plain. One has to
wonder what these and other notable tiers in the UK and USA would have
made of some of today's materials, particularly the very wide range of
synthetic materials available.
When I had - as I thought then - finished writing this book, I contacted
a friend and fellow author Peter Hayes to ask if he would give me a comment
that I could use on the outside back cover. His initial response was a bit
double-edged ‘be careful what you wish for’ . I accepted the challenge and sent
him this book as a PDF. Fortunately for me his initial response was very
encouraging: ‘It is a massively comprehensive study with lots of interesting
nymph history that has not yet to my knowledge been assembled in one place.’
Other comments and suggestions that he made led to the footnote about Ball
and Mottram at the end of chapter one and the Appendix some of which is
based on his researches and, more recently, in association with Don Stazicker.
Peter also raised the subject of when Skues first started fishing artificial
nymphs. Was this actually earlier than he suggests in his extensive writings?
And did he ever weight his flies more than tying them on double hooks?
3
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While we will never get an answer to the first question, weighing his flies or
a selection of them might go someway towards answering the second.
To end on a note of whimsy while researching this book one comment
that really caught my eye and that I have never seen or read anywhere else was
Dr Jay R Traver’s observation on the Blasturus nymphs published in The
Canadian Entomologist in September 1 9 2 5 . Blasturus is the scientific name for
the large dark Mayfly and it has no counterpart in the UK. She is quoted as
writing the ‘Nymphs will often feign death when disturbed, especially when
removed from the water.’ Fascinating. Do they lie on their back with their
little legs in the air? And how could she tell? Apparently they will recover after
a time and then ‘run about briskly’.
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